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Hi, I’m Minh Nguyen, and you’re about to indulge my greatest passion as a sign geek.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Meadville_Sign_Garden_-_Meadville,_Pennsylvania_(8483094001).jpg


MUTCD
USDOT


Federal Highway 
Administration

Over the past year, I’ve been cataloguing some of the thousands of standard signs that highway departments across the U.S. post on their roads. Most of these signs are 
regulated by a federal technical standard with an unwieldy title that most people shorten to an unwieldy acronym: MUTCD.
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Let’s start with this typical Georgia intersection with a railroad crossing behind it.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lookng_NB_at_US_319_RR_crossing,_McRae.JPG
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The MUTCD regulates every conventional road sign you see in the picture, no matter how insignificant. It specifies the exact layout of each sign down to an eighth of an 
inch, even where the bolt holes should be.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lookng_NB_at_US_319_RR_crossing,_McRae.JPG
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It also regulates the layouts of roads and how they’re marked.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lookng_NB_at_US_319_RR_crossing,_McRae.JPG
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And all kinds of traffic signals.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lookng_NB_at_US_319_RR_crossing,_McRae.JPG
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The MUTCD pervades American road transportation infrastructure and beyond. Even those of you who don’t drive, don’t bike, don’t take public transportation, and don’t 
walk along roads are familiar with many aspects of this standard.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lookng_NB_at_US_319_RR_crossing,_McRae.JPG


Most signs remain identifiable regardless of the context in which they’re posted.
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And even if you’ve never seen a particular MUTCD sign before, you’ve already picked up on enough of the MUTCD’s patterns to make sense of the sign before you.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tank_Crossing_in_Camp_Roberts.jpg


There are a lot of standard signs. At times, I’ve found it difficult to keep the corresponding tags straight in my head, especially given OSM’s preference for tag names in 
British English. So last year, I started a series of pages on the wiki that you can use as a field guide: look up a sign by its appearance or name to find out how it should be 
tagged. Mappers in other countries had already created similar pages for their own countries, but we needed our own for the U.S.



Compiling these tables is a big task. The MUTCD isn’t just one standard, it’s 36 or so different standards. Many states have adopted their own variations of the MUTCD in 
order to support state laws or address unique local conditions. Each of the states in orange has adopted a supplement to the MUTCD with some additional signs, while 
each of the states in purple has adopted an entire state-specific MUTCD standard.



On my own, I’ve only gotten as far as completing a paltry two states.



There’s a sign for that
• 957 signs in the national MUTCD


• 10 state editions of the MUTCD


• 694 California-specific signs


• 462 Ohio-specific signs


• 22 state supplements to the MUTCD


• 1,189 signs total in Arizona

Here are some figures to give you a sense of the scale of this sign cataloguing task. See, I’m not just being lazy: there are thousands of signs. Even though Arizona has 
only adopted a supplement, rather than a full state MUTCD edition, as many as 1,200 standard signs are valid in this state.



Including some unique signs, such as these regulatory signs I saw on my walk here this morning.



Why?

Why go through the trouble of putting together these pages? Because documenting sign standards is an important step in shaping OSM’s tagging system so it meets the 
needs of mappers and data consumers. And if we want OSM to rise to its potential here in the U.S., then U.S. standards need to be well-represented in our 
documentation.



Vienna Convention on 
Road Signs and Signals

U.N. Economic and Social Council
© Fry1989, CC BY-SA 4.0

Outside the U.S., the MUTCD has a lot of influence in several countries like Canada and Australia. But many countries have adopted a rival standard, the Vienna 
Convention.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vienna_Convention_on_Road_Signs_and_Signals.svg


The Vienna Convention has been adopted by most European countries under the auspices of the UN, giving it a place of favor in OpenStreetMap’s tagging conventions. 
If you look up many navigation-related tags on the wiki, the tag will be illustrated by a Vienna Convention sign and described in terms of European standards.
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Even though the concept applies equally well to non-Vienna countries and there’s an analogous MUTCD sign that looks completely different.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Labo_Del_Rio_Bridge.JPG
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It isn’t just a matter of one country posting a different sign than another. Sometimes countries don’t even agree about what details should be signposted in the first place.

Can anyone who hasn’t been to Europe tell me what this sign means? (Hint: it doesn’t mean there’s a London Underground station ahead.) What if I told you a round sign 
with a red border means something is prohibited?

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Panneau_B0_%C3%A0_Saint-V%C3%A9ran_02.jpg


No vehicles
vehicle=no
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It means no vehicles – no cars, no bikes, no horses, but pedestrians allowed, and I guess pets too. If you come from a country that uses these signs, it would be obvious 
to just tag vehicle=no and expect data consumers to figure out what counts as a vehicle, because the sign isn’t saying.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Panneau_B0_%C3%A0_Saint-V%C3%A9ran_02.jpg


Selective exclusion
motor_vehicle=no electric_bicycle=no 

small_electric_vehicle=no
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That’s not how we do things in the U.S. Instead, we have “selective exclusion” signs that spell out exactly what’s prohibited. This requires us to use more tags in 
combination. Less convenient for mappers, but easier for data consumers.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hudson-River-Greenway-EV-Sign.png


MUTCD 2009

Beyond signs, MUTCD-compliant roads are marked with layouts that are unfamiliar in some Vienna Convention countries, presenting a unique set of challenges. For 
example, the MUTCD allows a freeway exit to taper right off of the freeway without a deceleration lane beforehand. This kind of exit is the norm outside cities and major 
interchanges. But many of OSM’s navigation-related mapping conventions were optimized for roads in Germany, where a tapered exit is extremely rare.

https://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov/htm/2009r1r2/part3/fig3b_08_1_longdesc.htm


Map data © OSM contributors, ODbL 
Screenshot by Paul Johnson

The tapered configuration affects where you’d place the motorway_junction node, and thus the timing of any guidance instruction about the impending turn.

In 2017, the Dutch and German communities adopted a convention called “Kreuz Köln-Süd” (CROITS Kerln Zoot) for handling tapered configurations, but it requires 
omitting information about the ramp’s geometry. Had American mappers been party to the convention, there might’ve been a different outcome.

https://www.openstreetmap.org/user/daniel-j-h/diary/43148#comment40737
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This intersection features standard pedestrian crossings indicated by walk signals and curb cuts with tactile paving.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Southbound_Veterans_Boulevard_at_West_Main_Street,_Branson,_Missouri.jpg
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Although signalized, the crossing is unmarked, which means drivers are less likely to notice and yield to pedestrians in the crosswalk. Even though this configuration is 
quite common in certain cities throughout the U.S., a common European-influenced tagging scheme for classifying crosswalks is unable to distinguish it from the marked 
variety. These discrepancies are a key source of conflict within the OSM community. Let’s raise awareness of our reality so that others don’t mistake our mapping 
practices for backwardness.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Southbound_Veterans_Boulevard_at_West_Main_Street,_Branson,_Missouri.jpg


The process

1. Compile sign codes into wiki table format


2. Find or create a diagram image of each sign


3. Research appropriate tags or propose new ones

Compiling the MUTCD tables on the wiki is a three-step process. First, you need to read and digest the MUTCD standard and convert its lists of sign codes into tables in 
wikitext format. Then you need to find or create an idealized diagram image of each sign, preferably in SVG format and hosted by Wikimedia Commons. Finally, you need 
to figure out the appropriate tags or, if there isn’t an established tagging scheme yet, propose one.



The most time-consuming step is obtaining a suitable image to illustrate the sign. The good news is that Wikimedia Commons already has diagrams of a great many 
MUTCD signs in SVG format, named according to a predictable pattern.



STATE OF CALIFORNIA - DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

 MUTCD NUMBER R7 CODE R30A

PARKING 
7A.M.» 6 P . M . 

E X C E P T S U N D A Y 

Arrow Direction: Left, right or both; specify when ordering. 

* NOTE: TIMES ARE VARIABLE, SPECIFY WHEN ORDERING. 
FOR ARROWHEAD DIMENSIONS, SEE APPENDIX PAGE 2 OF 11, STANDARD ARROWHEAD. 

SIGN SIGN 
DIMENSIONS (INCHES) 

A B C D E f G H J K L M N P 0 R S T U W X 

MINIMUM 12 18 1/4 1/4 7/8 3 1/2B 1 1/8 5 1/4 1 1/2 6 3/8 3B 2 1/2C 1 3/4C 3/4D 1 1 5/8 3/8F 2 1/8 3/4 7 3/4 9 1/2 

COLOR 
BORDER ft LEGEND - RED (REFL) 

BACKGROUND - WHITE (REFL) 
• THE POLICY FOB INTENDED USAGE OF THIS SIGN IS SHOWN ON THE REVERSE SIDE • 

ththgyuiyjfhggkjhkljh,gji 
C H I E F , D I V I S I O N O F T R A F F I C E N G I N E E R I N G 

3/22/91 
D A T E 

7/13/93 
R E V I S I O N R E V I S I O N 

D M O - 6 9 ( R E V . 05 /87) 

ttghg 

California Sign Specification Drawings

What if Commons doesn’t have a diagram for the sign yet? Then you need to pull out your slide rule and craft one based on the official sign specification, which might’ve 
been drafted in the ’70s like this one from California.

https://dot.ca.gov/-/media/dot-media/programs/safety-programs/documents/signs/r/f0019028-r30a-a11y.pdf


Inkscape is an ideal tool for turning the sign specification into a presentable diagram. By the way, this is the only standard sign in the U.S. – possibly the only one in the 
world – that comes out of the sign shop pre-graffitied.



A lot of the signs have no corresponding tags listed yet, either because I haven’t gotten around to identifying the right tags, or because I’m stumped. These are great 
places to dive in if you don’t have graphic design skills but like to geek out about roads or tagging.
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Often, when a mapper finds out that there’s no established tag for something, it feels like a dead end. Formally proposing a new tag and getting editors and data 
consumers to support it – those are high hurdles to clear for someone who just wants to map what they see in front of them. Our community needs to be proactive in 
closing these gaps so that mappers don’t unexpectedly find themselves on the vanguard of tag design.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dead_end,_Otay_Mesa,_San_Diego.jpg
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Some mappers have taken it upon themselves to close some of these gaps based on their personal interests. The MUTCD tables were used as justification for a new tag 
for daytime headlight requirements. The proposal was a shoe-in, skipping the usual back-and-forth about verifiability and practicality.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:It's_still_a_long_way_to_Vegas_(26713553847).jpg
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For years, the tagging scheme for street parking had suffered from multiple flaws and was unable to represent basic parking restrictions commonly found in the U.S. The 
MUTCD catalog gave the community confidence that a revamped tagging scheme could support U.S. parking restrictions reasonably well.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Washington,_D.C.,_parking_signs_01.jpg
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We’re building a pipeline of high-quality proposals that serve the needs of not only U.S. mappers but also mappers in other regions. We’re introducing new concepts into 
OSM – like snow chain requirements – that mappers worldwide can take advantage of, and eventually data consumers too.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2006-08-01_-_11_-_Road_Trip_-_Day_09_-_United_States_-_Montana_-_Sign_-_Chain_Up_Area_-_Bondage_on_t_4889354750.jpg


Get started

• MUTCD sign catalog 
wiki.osm.org/wiki/MUTCD


• Categorized by series and state, or use search bar


• Pages with many signs time out or come up blank 
github.com/openstreetmap/operations/issues/466


• Workaround: Revisit the same URL without reloading

You can check out the work-in-progress sign catalog on the wiki and use the existing pages as a model for your own documentation efforts. Each kind of sign has its 
own page, as does each state. Unfortunately, many of these pages are currently timing out and coming up blank because of a bug in the wiki’s configuration. As a 
workaround, you can keep trying to visit the URL until it loads.

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/MUTCD
https://github.com/openstreetmap/operations/issues/466


Thank you!

• MUTCD sign catalog 
wiki.osm.org/wiki/MUTCD


• Sign drawing workshop notes 
etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/
wcna2021-4246


• #tagging in OSMUS Slack 
slack.openstreetmap.us

If you’re interested in contributing graphics to this effort, please see the notes from a workshop I gave last fall at WikiConference North America. If you have any 
questions or want to coordinate your efforts, hop into OSMUS Slack’s tagging channel or the channel for your state. Thank you!

https://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/MUTCD
https://etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/wcna2021-4246
https://etherpad.wikimedia.org/p/wcna2021-4246
https://slack.openstreetmap.us/


Related 

An American 
Map Style

Brian Sperlongano
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In this talk, I skipped over the entire issue of route shields. Brian Sperlongano just wrapped up a dedicated talk on this subject, so I recommend watching the recording 
later. And yes, that sign assembly is three stories tall!

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:2018-07-21_13_15_21_%22Too_Many_Signs!%22_Large_sign_display_along_northbound_Rockland_County_Route_35A_(Forman_Drive)_at_New_York_State_Route_59_and_Interstate_87-Interstate_287_(New_York_Thruway)_in_Clarkstown,_Rockland_County,_New_York.jpg
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Finally, a little PSA: Did anyone notice the snow on some of the peaks around here this week? It really is unlawful to throw snowballs at vehicles or their occupants, as 
this sign from Mount Palomar in California says. As far as I can tell, the UN has yet to adopt an analogous sign as part of the Vienna Convention.

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Unlawful_to_Throw_Snowballs.jpg

